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Abstract—Blockchain has become a great trend and very popular in the present era. There are two types of Blockchain technology, centralized and decentralized. In this research, the main concern is about the decentralized payment gateway, which is a trustworthy architecture and does not depend on third parties. For recording the transaction, decentralized payment systems use distributed ledger. Previously, Bitcoin and Ethereum payment systems were used to verify the consistency of the ledger of blockchain and also the transaction data along with the sender-receiver address and transaction value, but as all the payment system is public, so the transaction mode is also public. However, here the main concern is privacy and security. Because anyone can easily access the network, the attacker can also attack the network and the identity and transaction records and the address of the user identity, which is a privacy challenge. This research incorporates the Hyperledger Fabric, which is private, to overcome this challenge. Moreover, no one can access it from outside of the network. The transaction cost is low and the timing is fast during transactions. Considering the above scenario, this research proposes a decentralized payment system architecture using Hyperledger Fabric.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the present world, transactions have become one of the communication mediums. So it is imperative to ensure that the transaction should be safe and secure. Because of the many uses of distributed ledger technology, some companies have built their version of Blockchain systems to meet their requirements, resulting in the in-house creation of many blockchain solutions using multiple systems and architectures. Such projects use various technologies and consensus methods tailored to specific applications and use cases. Because of the vast number of initiatives, development has become increasingly fragmented, with no or little compatibility across various blockchain protocols [1]. In the earlier, third-party interference was the only medium for transactions. However, it was proven to be very insecure. The increasing number of online platforms has raised the necessity of payment systems. Payment gateways enabled online platforms to integrate multiple payment methods at once, often leading to more sales and engagement to the online platform. In short, many payment gateways are available, including international and local ones. Currently, they are built on a centralized system and use several strategies to minimize the cost of each transaction. They often tend to save up the money received from customers and hold the money for several days to earn revenue from the saved money. This method causes the merchants not to be able to receive money immediately but reduces the cost of the transferred money. Hyperledger Fabric, a distributed ledger platform, solves the problem of reducing third-party dependencies and removes double spending issues. It is a successful innovation that ensures money is spent only once. Decentralized systems are a platform where they can interact with other parties without involving the third party or any intermediaries. Hyperledger Fabric is a decentralized permissioned blockchain infrastructure and the fastest open source permissioned blockchain [24]. It is challenging to hack because it uses mathematical computation. Chaincode is the primary smart contact in the Hyperledger Fabric. Chaincode is executed by the peer nodes of a Fabric network, accessing the ledger data and endorsing transactions. Mainly the architecture of Hyperledger Fabric provides flexibility and a high degree of resilience in implementation and design. The flexibility of design achieves privacy, scalability, and other essential attributes. Blockchain service is the central part of the Fabric. Hyperledger Fabric chain code allows any programming language but commonly used Go language, JavaScript and Java, but appropriate modules should be installed [2]. This paper aims to construct a decentralized payment gateway that allows unlimited payments of any amount, is more secure, low cost in transactions, gives the best performance, and the main thing that Hyperledger Fabric ensures is the system’s security. The problems of a centralized payment gateway can be understood from the above discussion and how decentralized payment gateways can solve them. In the Asian subcontinent, there is no
service to address the issues of a centralized payment gateway. To address this issue, this work presents a gateway to improve the payment service.

A. Research Goal

1) Research Objective: This research aims to construct a decentralized payment system that will solve the loopholes that come with the centralized payment system.

2) Significance of Research: Currently, centralized payment systems are using several strategies to lessen the cost of transactions and earn revenue from pending transactions. A decentralized payment system can eliminate this issue and make the process more secure and efficient. This research is taking place to improve the payment service by introducing a decentralized payment system.

3) Research Question: The main purpose of conducting this research can be expressed as below:

1) What are the problems of centralized payment systems?
2) Will decentralized payment systems eliminate or lessen the existing problems?
3) How will people be benefited from a decentralized payment system?
4) What will be the challenges of introducing a decentralized payment system?

II. RELATED WORKS

Decentralized cryptocurrencies like as Bitcoin [3], Hyperledger Fabric [4], Zcash [5] and Ethereum [6] have been a trending issue, and blockchain technology, received increasing attention. Currently, the blockchain plays a significant role also in financial sector [7]. In previous before blockchain invention, many authors proposed different protocols and solutions to make the transaction procedure secure and easy way. Such as, The authors of [8] presented a payment mechanism for peer-to-peer (P2P) commercial transactions. It facilitates electronic currency transactions between purchasers and vendors. In this arrangement, financial companies become collaborators in their clients’ Internet-based e-commerce transactions [23]. The uniqueness of the proposed approach is the restriction of the finance sector’ engagement to supplementary services and support but in that circumstance there were some drawbacks regarding the security. Blockchain invention by S.Nakamoto [9] brought also progress in the financial sector where A peer-to-peer formed of electronic currency which would enable internet payments to be transmitted through one party to another, bypassing banking institutions. The main concern of the solution was to remove double-spending issue [10]. All the transactions are hashed into a chain which is hash-based proof-of-work of that network and after establishing record cannot be modified without repeating the proof-of-work. It provides the main security issue. In article [11] the authors describes a distributed payment method which is based in payment tokens that uses Blockchain technology to safeguard consumers from data theft caused by illegal use of their payment card information owing to payment system inefficiency. Furthermore, the privacy and security of the system is consolidated by a permissioned Blockchain consortium. Using blockchain technology, the authors [12] create a centralized payment

counter money transfer mechanism. Blockchain technology inherent decentralization, distributed verification, transparency on transmission, as well as other features, the method not only recognizes that transaction records can also increases payment security, and completely protects client privacy. It eliminates the issues of money usage security and danger created by inappropriate teller operation in the standard counter cash withdrawal method. In [13] the authors proposed a method called Fastpay where the authors combined the concepts of blockchain technology and IoT [14]. FastPay, which ensures the security of quick payments in blockchain-powered edge and IoT systems. FastPay is based upon the smart contract concept, which is implemented by several well-known blockchain platforms, including Ethereum [15]. The system ensures quick payments by requiring consumers and guarantors to produce transaction proofs before payment is done. With these evidence, consumers and guarantors will face harsh fines if they attempt double-spending scams [25]. A payment takes 9 seconds to confirm. The authors [16] approach a system that supports late payments using our novel idea known as latent transactions. This study also incorporates the tools for making effective off-chain contracts between the entities engaged in a transactions. As a result, one may profit from a service before paying for it. Furthermore, the system provides a service expansion mechanism by offering a catalog to which any Blockchain user can register and one may offer services with flexible pricing based on the context such as need, activity at execution time, etc. The authors proposed an algorithm using blockchain concept. The algorithm will enable users to operate on blockchain networks using cryptocurrencies. It differs significantly from the current system in that customers would be able to exchange without the assistance of third parties, and merchants will also be eased with their transaction. This form of transaction will be highly convenient for both buyers and sellers. Consumers and suppliers may both have this whole transaction time, date and all the things they engaged with while the transaction has been taken place [17].

III. BACKGROUND STUDY

A. Blockchain

Blockchain service contains P2P Protocol, Distributed Ledger and Consensus Manager, these three major components. P2P Protocol provides capabilities like flow control and bidirectional streaming as it uses Google RPC [18]. It works along with existing internet system [9].

Distributed ledger calculates a crypto hash after each block, transmits minimal delta of changes of out of sync peers and minimize the size of data efficiently to manage the world state and blockchain. It uses a special database environment called RocksDB [19] to preserve the dataset. Other large files are not stored on the ledger but their hashes can be stored on the ledger. There are two types of transaction Hyperledger supports: code-deploying and code-invoking. Code-deploying transactions are to install, update or remove a Chaincode. On the other hand, code-invoking transactions are to execute a Chaincode function through API call. Consensus Manager accepts transactions and decides the way to organize and the time to execute a transaction depending on algorithm. If a transaction is successfully executed, it causes the ledger to be changed. Hyperledger has implementation of PBFT (Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance) which ensures advanced scalability and fault tolerance.

B. Hyperledger Fabric

Nowadays blockchain technology is the most emerging technology and it can be implemented in many different ways. Research is going on this field and researcher create different types of DLT (distributed ledger technology) for different purposes and construction [26]. In present moment three of the most popular DLT’s are “Etherium”2 [6], “R3 Corda”3 (Corda) [20], “Hyperledger Fabric”4 (Fabric) [6]. These DLT’s have different visions of the application of blockchain in different fields. Etherium is the independent and it is a less and public approval DLT. On the other hand, Hyperledger Fabric and Corda DLT are allowed. Corda focuses on the financial services industry; Fabric focuses on developing a modular and extensible architecture that can be used in various industries, with a focus on banking and healthcare services, the supply chain. Hyperledger takes a unique method to the traditional blockchain model, in part by manipulating the admission of participants to its base. In other words, Hyperledger is an authorized shared ledger. Hyperledger records computational cycles, reduces scales and meets the multitude of case requirements. Hyperledger is based on the expectation that there will be many blockchain networks, with each network registration serving a different purpose. Although there is a single popular instance of a common network, it is not necessary for a network registry to rely on another network for its basic functionality. Despite this network independence, Hyperledger still needs an addressing system that allows transactions in one registry to identify and use appropriate transactions and chain code in other registers.

C. Chaincode

Chaincode service hosts the Chaincode using Docker which yields a lightweight and secure system for Chaincode execution. Secured Docker Registry of Hyperledger images and Chaincode containing custom images are enabled by Secure Registry Services. Unlike invocation of webservice or database call, Chaincode transactions are configured while deploying the Chaincode and they are time bounded [27]. The ledger will not update if a transaction runs out of time. After reaching consensus for a block, the database is committed with the changes and number of world state block increments. If peers fail to reach consensus, the update is discarded and database no not change.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODULES

As discussed earlier, the proposed system designed a payment gateway that will allow Sender to pay directly to the receiver using a decentralized network. The proposed have designed the system in a manner that if any organization or individual wants to receive payment they can integrate our API to their website and immediately start getting payment. Unlike other centralized payment gateways it doesn’t delay the payment. The system will autonomously handle all the account creating process, transactions, building blocks, Committing to the blockchain and retrieving data from the blockchain [29].

A. Architectural Infrastructure

The proposed system has used the linux foundations Hyperledger Fabric [28] as a framework for this project. The whole architecture is designed according to that. Hyperledger Fabrics architecture allows us to create a private network for all the organizations. All the automation part will be handled by the Chaincode. This is the smart contract of Hyperledger Fabric. There will be a central database which will keep the
data while the whole process ends, but to make sure the safety and privacy our system doesn’t give access to the database to anyone only accessed by the system itself and also data can’t be manipulated because only big data is kept here, and all the information about this is referred to the blocks of blockchain.

Fig. 1 shows how the whole system works from taking the sender/customer sends the money and the receiver receives their payment. The first step is the customer uses the user interface to send money that uses our API to communicate with out automated system. Customer sends the payment request by using their preferred method. Full details about this is discussed in the next modules section.

When the system gets request from the UI then it immediately forwards to the respective bank or card processors. It handles the communication with the bank verifies all the information. If everything is verified and ok then at the same time bank transfers the whole amount to our systems bank and a notification of confirmation to this system.

After the system gets successful transfer notification from the bank, at the same time it sends confirmation to the customer that the payment is complete. At this time our system sends requests to commit this change of asset from customer through different type of payment methods to our bank account. This data flow will be discussed in the net section.

While the first phase is complete it is ready to send the money to the receiver. Receivers will have a fixed account to receive money that he gives while registering. It checks if enough balance is available to be transferred to the receivers account or not. If not, then it waits for some times before transferring. Meanwhile it collects all the money from the all types of payment methods and transfers it to the systems main bank account. Then when there is enough money, Our system makes another request to systems bank to send the rest of amount after deducting the fees from the whole amount to the receivers account.

Bank sends the amount to the receivers account and at the same time gives confirmation to our system. This whole time all the information was kept safe in our system and when these two confirmations are received by our system, it sends the whole request to add them to the blockchain. Then it gets verified and also confirmation is sent back to our system after the transitions is added to the block. This whole verification process is also described later in the modules section.

At the same time there can be more than one transaction from more than one customer. And also, this system is designed to accept all the transactions for all the registered company. For example, two customers from “XYZ” Company is paying online. Both of the transaction will happen individually and as different transaction but it doesn’t mean that will create individual blocks. There can be more than one transaction in the block. But using the hashes and timestamp of the block it can easily be found each individual transaction.

Organizations can register with valid information to integrate and use our service and that will also happen using our UI and that information are also saved in to blockchain so that no one can temper those data. The whole operation will run autonomously once the system is up in the network. Here is the Short Pseudocode of the whole operation is provided.

Algorithm 1 Payment Operation for a Customer

1: Output: Transfer money from senders account to receivers account and store the transaction information
2: \( m \leftarrow \text{Payment Method} \quad \text{(Card, Bank, etc.)} \)
3: \( r \leftarrow \text{The Receiver} \)
4: \( a \leftarrow \text{The Amount To Be Transacted} \)
5: if \( m \) is card then
  6:    Check Card Validity
  7:    Attempt to perform money transfer to system account
  8:    Set status received from card API
  9: else if \( m \) is bank then
  10:    Get redirection URL from bank API
  11:    Redirect to URL with System account number and amount
  12:    Bank API listens to response from the bank
end if
14: if successful transaction then
  15:    Generate token
  16:    Update Ledger
  17:    Calculate charge from set of rules
  18:    Attempt money transfer (deducting charge) from system account to \( r \)
  19: if successful transaction then
  20:    Update token
  21:    Update Ledger
  22:    Broadcast Ledger
  23:    Return to origin website with status true and token
else
  25:    Broadcast Ledger
  26:    Return to origin website with status partial
end if
28: else
  29:    Return to origin website with status false
end if

B. Data Flow:

As in this proposed system have used hyperledger Fabric as our framework while designing the whole architecture we are following the convention and rules of hyperledger Fabric. In our system two transactions will be committed against each payment or money sending.

The first one is the asset transfer from customer or the sender to our bank. In the figure, this first step is represented by Org 1 and Org 2. There are multiple users in Org 1. They represent the payment methods. Our system will get an API response from them when any transfer is done then it will take those information and commit them to the blockchain.

In the 2nd part the system will request a transfer, from our bank to the receivers bank. This asset transfer part is represented using Org 2 and Org 3. Also there are different uses in the Org 3. They represent a company or event. If a company wants to receive the money the endorsement are handled by the p2 and p3 peers. And if events want to receive money then P2 and P4 is the endorsers because there might be different permissions set to different type of peers.

So, the transaction flow for both of the committing steps are like this:

The transaction request is generated from application and
this application leveraging a supported SDK utilizes one of each Organization's peers to generate transaction proposal. This transaction proposal is sent to the peer and these peers are registered through certificate authority. But the responsibilities of the peers are defined by the MSP. That means which transaction is belong to which peer and this peers endorsing and committing permissions are defined by MSP. In each peer there is also a ledger where all the transactions are stored. When the transaction is transfer to the peer, the peer executes the chaincode and validates the transaction but this transaction is not stored in the ledger yet. Only a validate proposal with valid sign is generated and this proposal is verified by the application. If both signed proposal from both peer is matched then it sends this updated proposal to the orderer node.

Meanwhile as there are multiple orderer nodes available, the RAFT consensus protocol is used to choose which orderer will commit the next block. Also, as there are multiple nodes so if one node is down rest of the nodes can build the block.

These orderer node at a time can accept multiple transaction from various application and check the validity of these nodes and generate a block. These blocks are sent to the endorsing peer again to check all those transactions which are endorsed using endorsing peers. If any transactions are remaining in any block which is not endorsed before then this block will consider as invalid block. Otherwise the block will be considered as valid block and add in the ledger of every peer of the network. A pictorial presentation of the scenario is given in Fig. 2.

1) Balance transfer request is generated from the application and it's broadcast through channel 1 to peer1 or p1 which is the peer of org1 and peer2 or p2 which is the peer of org2.

   Note: Every peer is registered or generate an authorized signature through certificate authority and the responsibility of each peer is defined by MSP.

2) This peer actually performs four things 1st one is that the if transaction proposal is well formed or not 2nd one is this proposal is new or has been submitted at past. 3rd one is if the signature is valid. 4th one is that the submitter is fully authorized to perform this specific transaction.

3) This p1 and p2 endorsing peer uses the transaction request as argument to invoke the chaincode.

4) The chaincode is then executed against the current state database to produce transaction results including a response value, read set, and write set but not update
5) The set of these values, along with the endorsing peer’s signature is passed back as a “proposal response” to the application.

6) The application verifies the endorsing peer signatures and compares the proposal responses to determine if the proposal responses are the same.

7) Then the application sends it to the orderer nodes and in this step the application choose a leader orderer node and remains are working as follower.

8) After receiving the proposal response the orderer node make a block.

9) After creating the block the orderer node then transfer it to all the peers that means p1(org1), p2(org2) and p3, p4(org3) through a global channel.

10) Then these endorsing peers check the signature and the channel ID and if match then commit the block is valid and finally add it in every peers ledger.

C. Modules:

All the operations in the main architecture, We have separated into 3 different modules. These are,

- User Interface Module
- Bank API Module
- Blockchain Module

1) User Interface Module: This module uses our UI to do all the interaction. Customer uses this to select payment method and pay to the receiver. On the other hand, Receiver or the organization can login to their account to see all the
history and other information in their dashboard. The data flow is shown in Fig. 3.

If customer wants to pay, it redirects to the payment option. There are multiple options, for simplicity we are representing bank/mobile baking option and direct card option here. If user selects card option then they put their card details. They can choose to save the details for further use. We use our system to also store the card info to the blockchain if needed. Then the card details is send to system to communicate with the card API. Else if customer choose to pay direct through bank then it requests to our system and it forwards the customer to the internet/mobile banking site for further steps.

From the receiver side, organizations can register to use our service and after successful registration, they can use our interface to login to their account and see their dashboard. In there, all their information is stored and all the histories and all the transactions are displayed.

2) Bank API Module: Whether the customer chooses the card or bank our system requests to the proper API to communicate with the bank. The data flow is shown in Fig. 4.

When the customer chooses the Card option it checks the card pattern and requests to the proper API. Like if pattern is for VISA then it sends request to VISA API, which completes all the processing with the bank and transfers the money to our bank and sends success reply to our system.

If the customer chooses bank, then our system redirects it to the internet banking site or mobile baking site and there they give their credential and follow the steps to transfer money to our system’s bank account. When successful, it returns a token. Our system takes that token and verifies with the bank API and if all goes right then the transaction gets completed.

3) Blockchain Module: This module validates and adds data to the block and adds the block to the blockchain [7]. As Hyperledger Fabric is used, their system is also being used as the architecture of this module. The data flow is shown in Fig. 5.

1) Initiate to complete the transfer request to Our System (SDK)
2) The SDK sends a transaction proposal to the Peers for the endorsement
3) The proposals are sent to the peers to execute solve and validate.
4) The Peers endorses, performs Chaincode / Smart Contract execution at this point, before endorsing the transaction proposal.
5) After Success it returns to the peers.
6) Then they sign the transaction proposal and returns it to the SDK. (SDK Checks for the validation by comparing to the proposal with the response).
7) If the proposal and Response matches SDK sends request to the Orderer for ordering service.
8) Executes and creates new block.
9) After ordering the transactions, forming block, it broadcasts the block to the Peers
10) The Peers notifies the SDK — the block is committed in the Blockchain for the data also the Peer performs transactions validation and block commitment at this point, before notifying the SDK.
11) The SDK sends a response to the customer and receiver — the block is committed in the Blockchain for the transfer.

This is how the full cycle is done. This gateway uses the decentralized network of Hyperledger Fabric and all the process happens synchronously any autonomously. The system is designed in such a way that no central authority is needed for the operation. And no one can even change any data as there is no control or access over the system. The system only gives read-only data as a query result and only writes data when chaincode is executed, validated and added to the blockchain.

V. Challenges

During the time of research, we faced some challenges. We have established the architecture of the network and its working procedure in this research paper. However, we could not implement the network in a physical device due to time constraints and a lack of proper documentation on the chosen technology. Research should be carried on by implementing the network in a physical device for a better understanding of the network [22]. Due to the nature of the blockchain network, the transactions’ validation process takes longer than in a centralized system, leading to a slow completion time for any transaction. Nevertheless, it provides a more secure environment than a centralized system. It is a trade-off between time and security. Blockchain network does not recommend storing large data, as extensive data makes the network vulnerable. As a result, centralized data storage was necessary for extensive data.

VI. Conclusion

In this research, a payment system based on decentralized ledger technology is proposed to keep transactions more secure and allow merchants to receive payment as soon as a transaction is verified. Saving time on receiving the payments and security was the primary concern in this research. We focused on the security and reliability part by using Hyperledger Fabric. A blockchain-based decentralized network gives each user high security and an immutable ledger. Furthermore, private network like Hyperledger Fabric allows reliability by keeping sensitive data private. Current progress indicates the foundation towards building a decentralized payment gateway. This fundamental architecture will help to build a more secure and fast payment gateway and will be able to overcome the shortage of traditional methods.

VII. Future Work

In future, this research can be used to build an actual working gateway and storage system independent from any centralized storage by making the data structure more efficient. Some improvements and more efficient data management can be made in the future. Error handling, such as when the customer successfully sends money to the system account, but our system fails to transfer money to the desired merchant account, is not shown in the research. Future research can work on how the errors should be handled.
Fig. 5. Data Flow of Blockchain Module.


